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Getting started
This calibrated, dual-frequency GPS common-view system does the following:
a)

It collects GPS data at the same time as your regular GPS common-view receiver. This data
can be used to generate CGGTTS-format1 time transfer files for comparison with data
collected from your GPS common-view receiver. Comparing these data and correcting for
the delays of the 1 pulse per second (1PPS) cables to the two receivers will yield the internal
delay of your receiver.

b) It generates dual-frequency carrier-phase data which can be used to determine the
coordinates of its antenna with centimetre-level accuracy.
Under normal circumstances, it is not necessary to log into the system at all. At the end of data
collection, you can retrieve the data and save it to a USB flash drive for sending to the pilot
laboratory and archiving. The steps required to do this is described in the ‘Basic operation’
section.
In the ‘Description of the system’ section its hardware is described and in ‘Description of the
software’, software and the data analysis procedure is explained.
See the ‘Remote access’ section to connect to the system on a local area network (LAN).

1

CGGTTS stands for “CCTF Group on GNSS Time Transfer Standards”, where CCTF is the International Bureau
for Weights and Measures (BIPM) “Consultative Committee on Time and Frequency”, and GNSS is “Global
Navigation Satellite System”.
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Basic operation
1.

Remove the front and rear panels from the shipping case.

2.

Remove the lower 19-inch sub-rack (figure 1) and open it up by removing the four screws
(figure 2).

Figure 1. Remove the lower 19-inch sub-rack.

Figure 2. Remove the four screws to open the sub-rack unit.
3.

Unpack the antenna cable, the antenna mount and the antenna. The antenna is packed in the
centre of the antenna cable spool (figure 3).
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Figure 3.a) Antenna cable, antenna mount and low-noise amplifier.

Figure 3.b) Antenna location, exposed after removing antenna cable spool.
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4.

Install the antenna in a position with a good view of the sky. The supplied antenna cable is
40 meters long. If this is sufficient for your location, the low-noise amplifier (LNA) will not
be required, and can be left in the sub-rack unit. If a longer antenna cable is required, you
should use the LNA (figure 4). You will also need to measure the delay of this antenna
cable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) Assembled antenna with optional LNA (used only with long antenna cable). To
connect an antenna cable to the LNA, first withdraw the LNA from its protective housing as
shown in (b) above. Connect the cable and then push the LNA back into its housing (c). The
cable is not shown for clarity.
5.

Connect the antenna cable, a 10 MHz signal and a 1PPS signal from your master timing
reference to the connectors on the rear of the calibration system (figure 5). You will need to
know the delay of the 1PPS cable.

Figure 5. Connection for signals on rear panel.
6.

You can connect a standard PC monitor, keyboard and mouse to the front of the calibration
system (figure 6) if you want, but it is not essential. You can also attach the system to a
network (use port 1) for remote access.
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Figure 6. Monitor, keyboard, mouse and network attached to system.
7.

Apply 110/120 V or 220/240 V power to the system.

8.

Push the On button on the front of the computer. You need to hold it down until it lights up
(about 5 seconds). Turn on the counter.

9.

The GPS receiver should acquire satellites within a few minutes of turn on. This can be
verified by keeping an eye on the rightmost LED above the computer. It should blink (with
a green colour) rapidly in succession, then pause for a short while, then blink rapidly again.
The number of rapid blinks between pauses is the number of satellites that are being tracked.
After about 10 minutes the counter will start showing time interval readings. When the
counter starts, the receiver is reset and the rightmost LED might blink red instead of green
for a short while. If the counter does not start, contact the pilot laboratory.

10. Leave the system running for at least 4 days.
11. To copy the data to a USB flash drive, you will need to log onto the system. For this a
monitor, keyboard and mouse must be connected to the system. Click on the cvgps label,
enter the password ttr5ttr6 and click on Log In (figure 7).
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Figure 7. Logging into the system.
12. Insert a USB flash drive in one of the unused USB port on the front panel. A new icon will
appear on the computer screen (figure 8).

Figure 8. Inserting a USB flash drive.
13. Copy the data collected during the four days from to the USB drive. The following data
must be copied for the dates of observation in your laboratory:
a. The files from the raw directory;
b. The files from the rinex directory; and
c. The files from the rinex/l1l2 directory.
The data can be copied using the usual dragging and dropping technique. To open
directories, double-click on the cvgps’s Home icon.
14. Right-click the USB flash drive icon on the computer screen and select ‘Safely remove
drive’ before removing the USB flash drive (figure 9).
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Figure 9. Safely remove the USB flash drive.
15. Send the data to the pilot laboratory for processing.
16. The data can also be sent to the pilot laboratory using ftp. For this the pilot will need to
make an ftp site available for upload of data. This is an advanced method, and is
recommended for users with appropriate skills only.
17. Turn the system off. This can be done by clicking System in the top menu, and selecting
Shut down.
18. Turn the counter off and unplug the power from the system.
19. Pack the antenna, antenna cable, antenna mount and LNA (if it was used), and replace the
sub-rack cover. Put the 19-inch sub-rack back in the shipping case, and put the front and
rear covers back.

Description of the system
The hardware consists of a dual-frequency Javad geodetic receiver and antenna, an Agilent
counter / timer, and an industrial pc. The pc runs the CentOS 6 32-bit operating system (CentOS
is a version of Linux). It has been configured to automatically start the required software
packages to collect GPS observations and time interval measurements.
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All the components are housed in the upper 19-inch sub-rack unit. The connections shown in
figure 10 are all made inside this unit.

Figure 10. GPS Common View Time Transfer Calibration System internal connections
The user can connect a monitor, keyboard and mouse to the front panel connectors if required. If
network access is required, connect to the LAN using LAN port 1. A USB flash disk can be
connected to one of the free USB ports on the front panel.
To operate the unit, the user needs to connect a 10 MHz signal and 1PPS signal from the
laboratory master clock to the rear panel of the system. The antenna must be connected as well.
These connections are shown in figure 11. Only connect the LNA when the supplied antenna
cable is not long enough.

Figure 11.(a) External connections to the GPS calibration system.
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Figure 11.(b) GPS Calibration system with optional LNA installed. Connection of USB
flash disk and connection to a LAN is also shown.
In normal operation no user interaction with the system is required. The software will start
automatically and log data when the correct connections have been made to the system.

Description of the software
Each part of the process is managed by a stand-alone application, with these applications
obtaining configuration and run-time options from configuration files. A supervisory application
ensures that logging processes keep running, and a scheduling application executes data analysis
applications.
Logging of GPS data is performed by the jnslog.pl application, a Perl script.
jnslog.pl obtains its configuration from the gpscv.conf configuration file. This in turn
points to the rx.conf configuration file that determines which receiver messages are stored.
Time interval data is logged by the hp5313xlog.pl application, also a Perl script. It is
configured from options in the gpscv.conf configuration file. This contains the location of
the hp53131.cmd file that is used to control the counter.
Once a day the data are analysed. Time transfer results are generated by the mktimetx
application. A Perl script, runmktimetx.pl, reads the gpscv.conf file and provides the
necessary options to the mktimetx application. Time transfer files are generated in the
required format and stored in the cggtts directory, and RINEX files that can be used to
generate cggtts format files are stored in the rinex directory.
The RINEX files generated by mktimetx are not suitable for precise positioning. The
rinexobstc application generates RINEX suitable for this purpose. The
runrinexobstc.pl script reads the gpscv.conf file to obtain the required options for
the application. It generates RINEX files suitable for determining antenna position in the
rinex/l1l2 directory.
For all these applications, the configuration file also contains the location where the data will be
stored. This is true for both the logging and processing applications.
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The logging applications are supervised by the kickstart.pl application (a Perl script). It
performs checks as specified in the kickstart.conf configuration file. The crontab
application (built-in scheduler in Linux) starts the gps data and time interval logging software,
runs the analysis software at prescribed times and compacts the data files after analysis. These
actions are controlled by the crontab entries for the default user.
The directory structure of the system is shown in figure 12. The cvgps user home directory
(/home/cvgps) is denoted by ~/.

Figure 12. Directory structure for time transfer system. Data files and analysed result
files are stored in the ~/raw, ~/cggtts, ~/rinex and ~/rinex/l1l2
directories. Data files and analysed time transfer files are named with the modified
Julian date {mjd} that they relate to, and {mjd*} is related to the previous day’s
data files after compression. RINEX files are named in the conventional way, with
{doy} being ‘day of year’. yyN and yyO are the Navigation and Observation
files with yy being the year.
If you want to check the time transfer data against data generated by your local time transfer
system, you will need to provide approximate antenna coordinates and cable delays to the
software. The result files generated by the analysis applications will be invalid otherwise (except
for the files in the rinex/l1l2 directory). The antenna position is specified in the
cvgps.conf file. The antenna position is entered in geocentric coordinates (XYZ) in the
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International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Note again that this is not a requirement for
the purposes of data collection as the pilot laboratory will calculate precise antenna coordinates
before performing the calibration exercise with your data.
This may be daunting for users not familiar with Linux, so we supply a utility that can perform
the task for you. In a terminal window, run the setCoords application, and enter the new
antenna coordinates. Note that the coordinates must be entered in the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame (XYZ) coordinates. Similarly, the setDelays application is used to enter
new antenna (if required) and reference cable delays.
It is important NOT to make any other changes to the configuration files.

Remote access
Note that this is for users familiar with Linux.
To remotely access the system you will require the IP address of the calibration system. The
system is set up to obtain an IP address automatically using dhcp. The address can be obtained
by running the /sbin/ifconfig command in a terminal window, or by right-clicking the
networking symbol in the upper right-hand corner and selecting Connection Information. If
you need to provide the system with a static IP address, please reconfigure the system for dhcp
at the end of your measurement run.
Once you have the IP address you can use a secure shell to log into the machine and copy data to
your local machine for transfer to the pilot laboratory.

In case of trouble
If you have issues with operating the system or extracting data, contact the pilot laboratory for
assistance.
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